Rhinoplasty surgery is a
sculpting surgery that refines
all components of the nose
with surgical precision &
artistry.
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“Dr. Rosenthal, is a true artist who
sculpted my nose to fit my face”

What can I expect from my Rhinoplasty?

19 year old



The Benefits are Psychological &
Physical



Renewed Confidence – Social skills



A Refined nose which maintains
your personal identity

17 year old



Dr. Rosenthal’s artistic techniques refine
each nose in a natural way.

A Sculpted tip and narrowing of the
bones that bulge out



A Lowering of the nose hump without
the scooped out appearance



A Nose that is balanced to fit your face



Minimal discomfort after surgery
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My staff and I will do our utmost to take
amazing care of you. We value your trust
and the confidence you place in us by
becoming a member of our family of
patients. Looking as good on the outside
as you feel on the inside is what we will
accomplish together.

Jeffrey S. Rosenthal, M.D.

“Beauty comes from within –
We just assist in bringing it out.”

What is the ideal timing for a Rhinoplasty?


Teens 16-18 after their growth spurt &
when they are psychologically prepared

“I feel and look so great that I regret
having waited so long.”



Young Adults 18-29 before, during or
after college

“My teenager is so happy with her nose.
I am thrilled that she is more socially
active & school work has dramatically
improved along with her self-confidence”.



Female adults who have waited for a
Rhinoplasty but now desire refinements
in their appearance

42 year old - View our website for
additional photos.

rosenthalmd@artofplasticsurgery.com

140 Sherman St. Fairfield, CT
203-335-3223
ARTOFPLASTICSURGERY.COM

